Flight of a Lifetime Contact us today!
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• Top Gun style Jet Fighter Flight
• Aerobatic Flight
• Air Combat Dog Fight
• Formation Flight
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Choose your mission:

Ph:

5339 2769

Fax:

5339 1857

email: contact@austjetadv.com
ventures

www.austjetadv.com

Choose your aircraft:
Yak 52
Here is your chance to ﬂy in a genuine ex-Russian Air Force
supercharged 9 cylinder
360hp radial engine Yak 52
reaching speeds in excess of
400 km per hour (400 km/hr)
and topping G limits of up to
+9 and -7.
Strikemaster Jet Fighter
Fly at speeds of up to 900
km per hour (900km/hr)
performing aerobatics that
you have only dreamed
about.
Don your ﬂight suit, slim
line parachute and ﬁghter
pilot helmet and be strapped in right next to the pilot in the
British Aerospace built Strikemaster Jet Fighter equipped with
climate control, pressurised cockpit, oxygen and a clear canopy
encapsulating your uninterrupted view as the world rushes by.
Thrill to the power of the mighty Rolls Royce jet engine in the
most powerful, fastest and most manoeuvrable British built civilly
owned Jet Fighter in the country.

Jet Fighter Flights
Warbird Flights
Mock Combat
& Dog Fights

Australian Jet Adventures is Australia’s Premier
Adventure Flight tourism operator offering
ordinary people the opportunity to fulﬁll their
extraordinary dreams of ﬂying in a real exmilitary Jet Fighter and Yak 52 aircraft.
Now anyone can experience their own “Top
Gun” style or aerobatic adventure ﬂight. Get
ready for the thrill of high speed, the feel of
high G’s and the absolute adrenaline rush.
Our aim is to enable you to experience the
ﬂight of a lifetime in a safe, friendly and
exciting environment. All ﬂights are completely
tailored to suit you and as mild or as wild as
you like.
Whether you choose a single mission or a
head to head dog ﬁght, your ﬂight is one
you are sure to remember forever. Providing
innovative in-ﬂight recording with a world
ﬁrst, all aircraft are ﬁtted with state of the
art purpose designed recording equipment of
digital broadcast quality.
Based in Ballarat with an unrivalled ofﬁce, brieﬁng, reception,
viewing and hangared facility of any Adventure Flight operator
in the country, we invite you enjoy the beauty of our rural setting
with no controlled airspace considerations or time restrictions. Best
of all your family and friends can watch all the action overhead.
They can enjoy their own private air show!
It makes sense to ﬂy with the best.

here’s your
chance to live
the dream!

Jet Fighter Flights

Aerobatic Flights

Air Combat Flights

Jet Fighter Flights
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Aerobatic Yak 52 Flights

Air Combat Dog Fights

Introductory Jet Adventure Package - 20 minutes engine
time with 10 minutes spent airborne. Aerobatics and air
combat manoeuvres including weightless ﬂight 0 G’s,
barrel rolls, loops, victory rolls, derry turns, wing overs and
combination air show style manoeuvres operating up to
12,000 feet. All of the basic manoeuvres in one short sharp
burst.
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Yak Starter Pack - 30 minutes
engine
time with 20 minutes
E
airborne. Aerobatics and air combat manoeuvres including
weightless ﬂBight 0 G’s, barrel rolls, loops, victory
rolls, derry
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turns, wing overs, spins and combination air show style
manoeuvres. High speed initial and pitch approach intoE the
circuit.
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Deluxe Air Combat Experience - 50 minutes engine time
with 40 minutes airborne. Depart in formation, ﬂying close
enough to see the colour of the opponents eyes. Take on
your opposition head to head in a mock air combat attack.
Perform lead and chase manoeuvres and take evasive action
to avoid being shot down! Before returning to base victorious
for a formation landing take in a session of aerobatics
including barrel rolls, loops, victory rolls, derry turns, wing
overs, spins and combination air show style manoeuvres.

Intermediate Jet Adventure Package - 30 minutes engine
time with 20 minutes airborne. Same inclusions as the Intro
pack plus more combination manoeuvres, low level high
speed pass, simulated dive bomb attack. Operating to
15,000 feet. Repeat the manoeuvres you loved. More than
just the basics.
Deluxe Jet Adventure Experience - 40 minutes engine time
with 30 minutes airborne. Same inclusions as the Intermediate
pack plus a sortie to the training area for dive bombing
attack and venture a bit further to experience even more
air combat manoeuvres. Operating to 15,000 feet. The
adventure for those with extra endurance!
The Ultimate Jet Adventure- 60 minutes engine time with
50 minutes airborne. Same manoeuvres as in the Deluxe
pack all performed over the glorious Twelve Apostles or The
Grampians. Your pilot will give you an in depth commentary
of the area both to and from the destination. Operating to a
height of 15,000 feet before descending to enjoy the view
below. The ULTIMATE adventure experience!
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Middle Yak Pack - 45 minutes engine time with 35 minutes
B
spent airborne.
Same inclusions 6as the Starter pack plus
reconnaissance mission over the towns of Creswick
E and the
B
major sites Eof Ballarat.
Ideal for a full experience of this
magniﬁcent aircraft.
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Common Inclusions
All ﬂights include:
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• 2:00-3:30 hour personal Adventure Experience
• A full pre-mission brieﬁng both in and out of the cockpit
including safety brieﬁng and cockpit familiarisation
• Discussion and demonstration of air combat techniques
and aerobatic manoeuvres that will be performed
during your ﬂight
• Kitting you up in Fighter Pilot ﬂight suit, helmet and
slim-line parachute for all Jet Flight packages
• Start up & pre-ﬂight checks, taxi to take off
• Flight time according to package
• Return to airport, land, taxi back and shut down
• Sortie debrief and viewing of in-ﬂight footage
• Bonus Pack including- personalised ﬂight certiﬁcate,
digital photos on CD taken on the day, aircraft brieﬁng
booklet, framed full colour enlargement, Australian Jet
Adventures mug and/or cap
• Memories to last a lifetime

